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CLEVELAND ACQUIRES MAJORNEW SCULPTURE, RARE CHINESE PRINTS,
CONTEMPORARY PRINTS, DRAWINGS & PHOTOGRAPHS

CLEVELAND— A new group of important acquisitions is on view at the Cleveland Museum

of Art. Drawing attention to a few highlights, CMA Director Robert P. Bergman singled out “a

commanding new carved wood sculpture by a mid-career German artist, and an extremely rare,

very important set of prints made for a great Chinese emperor by a European Jesuit-painter—
a new East-West connection for our holdings.” He continued, “I think it's also notable that

we've added a striking group of contemporary prints and drawings, including three works we

purchased from the collections ofBP America, Inc.”

The 1998 sculpture is StandingMan, by Stephan Balkenhol, an 8-1/2-foot-talI statue of

a man on a pedestal. Balkenhol cut both figure and stand from one block of cedar, using a

chainsaw, router, and other hand and power tools; then he painted and stained the work. The

man has a natural, vaguely pleasant expression. As in other recent sculptures by Balkenhol, this

subject is depicted wearing a simple outfit of black trousers and a white oxford shirt casually

unbuttoned at the neck. He stands as though relaxed, hand on hip. Bergman likes the work's

“deadpan, matter-of-fact quality.” He also likes the artist's dynamic combination of overt

realism and a splintery, rough-hewn carving technique (even leaving a little bark at the

pedestal's edges) that actually calls attention to the object's manmade imitation of nature.

Over the past decade and a half, Balkenhol's work has been widely collected and

exhibited, including in a one-man show at the Hirshhom Museum in Washington, D.C. A

similar sculpture of a smaller scale will be on view in the upcoming major exhibition

Cleveland Collects Contemporary Art at the CMA (Nov. 8, 1998 through Jan. 10, 1999).

Tom Hinson, curator of contemporary art and photography, feels StandingMan will be

“an important addition to CMA's small holdings of contemporary sculpture, complementing the

monumental ceramic portrait by Robert Ameson, Joel Shapiro's bronze piece, and the Susan

Rothenberg painting Vaulting” It is the museum's first work by Balkenhol.
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The styles and tastes of Asian and western cultures are melded in a set of 16 etchings after

drawings by Giuseppe Castiglione and three other Jesuit priests who traveled as missionaries to China.

Castiglione adapted his artistic talents to Chinese taste and interests so winningly that he became accepted

as a major artist there in his lifetime. Qing dynasty emperor Qianlong (ruled 1735-1796) was his patron,

giving him the Chinese name Lang Shining. The new acquisition was commissioned by Qianlong to

record in western-style pictures the military victories of his generals and soldiers. Through prints of the

images, the emperor aimed to disseminate worldwide the stories of his successes in establishing and

maintaining the Chinese empire at its most expansive.

Of the sets of etchings made (in France), reportedly 200 ofthem were returned to China between

1772 and 1774 for the addition ofpoems and other inscriptions by the emperor. Of these 200, only two

inscribed sets survive— one at the Palace Museum in Beijing and this new CMA acquisition. The

wooden cover ofCMAs set identifies it in Chinese characters: Battle Scenes ofthe Quelling ofRebellions

in the Western Regions with Imperial Poems.

Some pictures are elaborate sweeping scenes encompassing hand-to-hand combat, acres of

battlefields, troops on horseback, and the flocks and herds of livestock supporting armed campaigns.

Others convey the peaceful aftermath, in which Qianlong presides over solemn processions and

ceremonies. The hundreds of characters in the emperor's forces and the subdued Central Asian tribes have

portrait-like individual features, facial expressions, and accessories.

The work Avill complement Cleveland's handscroll of painted portraits of emperor Qianlong, his

wife and consorts, in which the royal couple were each painted by Castiglione, from much earlier in the

artist's career and the emperor's reign. (CMA acquired that handscroll nearly 30 years ago, in 1 969.)

The planned departure ofBP America, Inc. from its Cleveland headquarters led to local

acquisition activities. As director Bergman tells it, “The opportunity was made available to us to consider

some important works on paper then in the BP corporate collection. We selected three large-scale,

abstract contemporary graphics that add significantly to our collection.” They are as follows:

• the CMAs first drawing (ca. 1950) by Louise Bourgeois, evoking a rainy landscape; it was one of

the few drawings in the artist's retrospective at the Museum ofModem Art in New York in 1983.

• Usuyuki, a screenprint from 1981 by Jasper Johns in layers of translucent color of the same subject

he pursued in other hues in a painting owned by the CMA; it is the museum's first screenprint by

the artist, who print curator Jane Glaubinger believes is the greatest contemporary printmaker (and
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it joins etchings and lithographs by him in the collection).

• Richard Diebenkom's Blue (1984), a woodcut for which the artist traveled to Kyoto, Japan to

work closely with printmakers there; it is CMA's first color print by the artist.

CMA also just added to its graphics collection its first drawing from the Pop Art movement of the

1960s. Edward Ruscha, trained as a commercial illustrator, took a series ofphotos of California's

vernacular architecture. CMA's newly acquired drawing, called Bronson Tropics (1965), is based

on one of these photographs. Like the Bourgeois drawing, this has been in the artist's own

collection.

Additional purchases included the following:

• By an extremely rare coincidence, two versions of the same hearthside scene by British

photographer Henry Peach Robinson— Dawn and Sunset— were available simultaneously,

affording comparison of the artist's particular skills at using light and shadow in an albumen print

and a platinum print. Made by combining three negatives. Dawn and Sunset was acclaimed as one

of the most important and successful of Robinson's “composite” photographs, in both concept and

execution. The albumen print is the larger of the two and, at 21-3/8 x 33-1 1/16 inches across, was

an enormous contact print for its day. Such domestic interior images became viewed as outdated

sentimental pieces in post-Victorian times— as Hinson says, "Victorians loved storytelling and

Robinson was the best at it." They have been reexamined, however, more generously in recent

years, as artists like Sandy Skoglund create tableaux to be photographed.

• A series ofa dozen square photographs made in 1998 by Sol LeWitt; they are distant, then

increasingly closer views of the comer of a white cube in shadow; the final image is so close-up

that the edges of the cube are not in the picture, and the three visible planes of the cube become

three fields in shades of gray.

• An unusual human effigy vessel from Panama in the form of a seated hunchback (AD 600-800).

• A hunting scene (1734-1751) from the Udaipur school of Indian painting— CMA's first Udaipur

school work.

• The Unrepentant Thief, by Giovanni Antonio Bazzi, called Sodoma— added to the museum’s

growing group of rare 16th-century Italian drawings.

Gifts Include Book of Hours, Fruit Bowl, and Sugimoto Photograph

A gift has been made to the museum from a collection of works long in its care, namely the manuscript
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collection of the late Otto F. Ege, former director of the Cleveland Institute of Art. Milton B.

Freudenheim, whose late wife was Mr. Ege's daughter and heir, has given the most important manuscript

in the collection, a Book ofHours made in Utrecht, the Netherlands (ca. 1 465). The gift is in his wife's

memory and in appreciation to the museum for the collection's safekeeping since about the time of Mr.

Ege's death in 1959. The book contains five full-page miniatures and 97 historiated initials.

“CMA has one of the most important collections of manuscript leaves (or individual pages), but

only one Dutch leaf and relatively few complete manuscripts,” says director Bergman. “This very high

quality Dutch book, well-known and exhibited already here at CMA and around the world, will

significantly enhance our manuscript collection.” The artists of this volume, the Master of Gijsbrecht van

Brederode and the Master of the Boston City of God, have also been unrepresented in CMA's collection

until now.

The Trideca Society, a CMA affiliate group with special interest in the decorative arts, has given a

silver fruit bowl designed in 1982 by Ettore Sottsass of the Memphis Milano firm.

Museum supporter Don Barney has given a photograph by Hiroshi Sugimoto, the Hall oflhirty-

three Bays, in memory of late benefactor Helen Greene (Mrs. A. Dean) Perry. Sugimoto's subject is a

portion of the 1,000 life-sized 12th- and 13th-century statues of the Bodhisattva Kannon in a great Kyoto

Buddhist temple. Mrs. Perry recently bequeathed her collection, including renowned Asian works, to the

CMA.

Recent Gift Now in Major Exhibition

A cQxsmic Marriage Pair given to the CMA earlier this summer is now on view at The Art Institute of

Chicago in the exhibition Ancient West Mexico: Art of the Unknown Past. Given by Clara Taplin

Rankin, longtime CMA supporter and accessions committee member, they were made in the Ixtl^ del Rio

style by the Nayarit culture.

*

The following acquisitions are on view in the museum's recent acquisitions gallery: the Standing Man, the

Sottsass bowl, an example from the Battle Scenes, the Udaipur painting, the hunchback figure, the Book of

Hours, the Bourgeois drawing, the Johns print, and the Robinson photographs. Most of these works will

be on view until early December.


